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Sy Lackity Sad nen ZEAL AS may know, Ray and I spent 

some time in New Zealand in early 1993 and Olive has 

persuaded me that our experiences may be of interest, so 

this is an account of our adventures as we found it. 

New Zealand consists of two islands whose total area 

approximates roughly to that of the United Kingdom but 

with a population of only about three and a half million 

(against ours of well on the way to sixty).The population is 

therefore spread pretty thin on the ground, especially since 

about half of them live in the Auckland conurbation. 

The western side of the country borders on the turbulent 

Tasman Sea and is not for faint hearted yachties. If you're 

trying to arrange a charter from the U.K. you really only 

have three areas to choose from, Auckland and the Gulf of 

Hauraki within which it lies, The Bay of Islands some 

hundred or so miles north, or the Marlborough Sounds at 

the north of the South Island. Even with information from 

New Zealand House, and a local contact who sent us the 

relevant ‘Yellow Pages’ we ended up with only one practical 

answer in Rainbow Yacht Charters. Their U.K. agency 

Marinair, acw I Guak called Moorings, have a stand at the 

London Boat Show and are most helpful. There are of 

course all sorts of other yachting places in N.Z. as we saw 

on our travels in the Camper Van (but that’s another story). 

Being us we were not content just to cruise round one area 

but opted to pick the boat up in Auckland, explore round 

there and then sail her up the coast to the Bay of Islands. The 

snag was that they would not let you loose offshore in 

anything under 32 feet which meant in effect a Beneteau 

Oceanis 35.This is a bit bigger than anything we have sailed 

on our own before, 
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The New 

VICTORIA 
800 

The Victoria 800 offers a truly delightful 

combination of modern sea-going 

practicality and nostalgic character. 

es
 

Above the waterline, she combines classic 

good looks with a stylish yet functional 

canoe stern. The deep, sheltered cockpit 

provides full security at sea and all controls 

fall easily to hand - below, her 4 berth 

layout offers a private forward cabin, 

comfortable saloon, comprehensive galley 

and a separate head.This thoughtful 

and flexible design offers scope for 

personal modification. 

She inspires confidence both under sail 

and power with a long keel providing 

excellent responsiveness and 

directional stability.A simple yet efficient 

rig (sloop or cutter) 

combined with her gentle sheer mark 

a return to the basics of safe & 

comfortable sailing enjoyment for 

discerning yachtsmen. 

Like all Victoria Yachts, the new Victoria 800 

is the unmistakable halimark of a true,   

        

  
  
  

long range, blue water ocean cruising yacht. 
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On Saturday [3th March we 

arrived at Westhaven, Pier Z just e 

seaward of the Harbour Bridge e 

to be introduced to the good 

ship “Extravagant”, our home 

for the next two weeks. Being 

designed for charter work and 

for a crew of six in comfort, we 

were not short of space. She had 

a spacious forepeak, an enormous 

saloon, good sized galley, two after 

cabins, port and starboard and the 

smallest heads cum shower you could 

imagine. Ray says it was designed by a 

Frenchman with a grudge against reasonable 

sized people or a very slim girl friend! More practically I 

think they had cut it in half to accommodate the door to the 

starboard after cabin. A total of eighteen light fittings, four 

washbasins and twin sinks left us hoping there was plenty 

of battery power and water capacity, not that we needed to 

worry with only two of us. The real luxury was a freezer 

fridge run directly by a second belt on the engine. Mind you 

it had a tendency to jump off if not engaged with due care 

and attention. All in all on the domestic side, the boat was 

beautifully presented with lots of spare linen and a very 

fully equipped galley. What we learnt as we went along was 

that in a thinly populated country, even ina prime cruising 

area, you do not find Marinas round every corner and food 

and water have to be searched out or better still fully 

supplied in advance. 

   

A friendly but in some ways rather cursory briefing 

followed our arrival. We were shown all the vital bits to do 

with the engine and electrics and a run through the whole 

of the boat. Our guide was a bit vague about fuel and water 

capacity, which we found out from the manual later, and fuel 

consumption which we guestimated for ourselves in the 

end. He also didn’t seem to know how much the boat drew, 

only where they usually set the depth alarm. Sail 

instructions consisted of ‘You're familiar with a furling 

head’sl, good, and you know about slab reefing? O.K’ We 

were to learn more later! The tool kit consisted of a couple 

of pairs of pliers,a key to open the filler caps, one decent 

spanner, a part used tube of evostick and sundry bits of wire 

and string. The navigation equipment was one damaged set 

of parallel rulers, usable, half a pencil, a small rubber and a 

pair of dividers. No binoculars (we had our own with us) 

no hand bearing compass, and of course there is no Decca 

to fall back on (and no sat.nav. on board either): The charts 

were superb and so was the Pilot Book. The latter was the 

brain child of, and mainly written by, a lady named Anne 

Hamilton. She is a Doctor who emigrated from Scotland and 

based her book on the Clyde Cruising Club model. We 

should also have had a detailed chart book for the Bay of 

Islands but that had gone missing. 
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By now it was well into the late 

afternoon so we decided to stay 

put for the night, familiarise 

ourselves with the boat and the 

instructions and do a bit of 

passage planning. We found a 

nice little Bistro for supper just 

around the corner run by a 

Frenchman. It was to be our last 

meal ashore for two weeks. 

Next morning we could dally no 

longer. Ray went off to try to buy some 

fishing gear while I packed away the last 

odds and ends and then it was off into Auckland 

Harbour. Not for nothing do they call it the City of Sails. 

It was getting towards the end of the season but there were 

still plenty of people having their Sunday morning outing. 

There are literally dozens of marinas and boat yards side by 

side all along the harbour as far as we could see, our berth 

being to seaward of most of them. It made the Hamble look 

positively under populated. 

After motoring for a bit it was time to put up the sails and 

be real sailors as by then a breeze had got up. It seems 

strange to be sailing past places with familiar names like 

Devonport. A favourite anchorage with the locals has the 

official name of Islington Bay but is known more 

colloquially as Hangover Bay. This arises from their habit of 

spending a convivial Sunday evening in company, before 

getting up at six on Monday morning and sailing back to the 

Marinas and then off to work in the office. We decided to 

take the prudent course and make for a nice quiet 

anchorage elsewhere. So by mid afternoon we had located 

our chosen Island and bay, or hoped we had, and dropped 

sail ready to motor in. It had by now become apparent why 

the guy had not worried about showing us the sails. They 

were suffering from end of season lack of maintenance. The 

main, which was fitted with a Dutchman system for ease of 

use, had to be hauled down by hand, so much for all lines 

leading to the cockpit! The only way to pull in the Genoa 

was to use the sheet winch, not recommended practice. 

However we survived and blowed if we were going to 

waste precious charter time going back to base! 

We spent the next couple of days exploring the bays and 

islands in the southern part of the area. A forecast of strong 

easterlies kept us in the relatively sheltered areas and 

precluded us from going across to the Coromandel 

peninsula or Great Barrier island. In the usual manner of 

forecasts they did not really materialise, but by then it was 

time to make our way north. We could easily and happily 

have spent the entire fortnight where we were. Minor 

irritations continued to dog us, the log stopped working 

after an hour on the second day, so we made our anchorage 

early to sort it out. Luckily there was a blanking off piece 

 



on board but it still took about an hour with the inevitable 

mopping up afterwards. There was a nice accumulation of 

grunge, mini-beasts, and seaweed which gave the 

impression that this was something else that had not been 

looked at for a fair while. 

Success at fishing eluded us though there were a few that 

got away. We had been puzzled by some strange birds 

swimming on the water and finally identified them as Blue 

Penguins, which were certainly new to us, not what you see 

in Stangate or up the Crouch. A longer day northwards but 

still in the shelter of the gulf brought us Black Bellied Storm 

Petrels, gannets swimming in a group of about 100 and later 

diving for fish as well as other guils we couldn't identify. 

Food and water were still holding out which was just as 

well as there seemed to be nowhere we could replenish. 

Now J know why we have such nice big tanks. There was 5 

gallons of water spare in the cockpit locker but no fuel can 

on board. 

By 17 March it was time to make our way up the coast for 

the first long hop. There is even mention of some kind of 

Marina on the way. The weather forecast seemed suitable, 

though it is only given in general terms in Auckland and the 

charter manual states that the forecasting from the next 

station up the coast is unreliable. The suggestion is that a 

glance out of the window is often a better indication! 

After a choppy passage under engine through the channel 

between Kawau Island, where we had been overnight, and 

the mainland, we picked up a lovely sailing wind and with 

full main and all the Genoa out we were making a good 

passage speed. As we were looking at an eight hour trip this 

was all to the good. There were beautiful views and 

contrasts all the way up the coast from great dark rocky 

cliffs reminiscent of castle battlements to stretches of giant 

sand dunes, charted at 40 to 50 metres high, sloping down 

to a silted up river entrance no longer usable, as if it were 

an oversized variation of the Deben or the Alde. 

This had been quite one of the best sailing days ever. 

Arriving off the entrance to Whangerai where we had 

planned to tuck inside the headland in a little bay for the 

night it was still only 14.30 Cwe had started at 07.20). 

Feeling still fresh and with such a glorious day we elected 

to carry on. Food stores were running low and it seemed 

there might be some sort of shop at the next stopping 

place. It was still lovely sailing which certainly had an 

influence on the decision making. By now the sails were 

behaving better and it was possible to pull out the headsail 

without resorting to the winch and even to roll a bit in if 

needed. Some bright spark had ‘tidied up’ the reefing 

pennants by cutting them off to such an extent that they 

were now too short! We eased the tying off knots and the 

stopper knots as much as possible but they still made a 

decent sail shape impossible. The solution would have been 

to take them out of the stoppers but then where are you if 

you need them ina hurry. The galling thing was that the cut 

off ends were in the locker! 

So-en up-on.the coast we went, by now it was mainly one 

impressive rocky headland after another. Sometimes there 

were islands off the cliffs but it was impossible to see where 

land ended unless you got an angle and could see through 

the gap, usually after passing by. Navigation was by eye and 

dead reckoning as there are but a very few buoys to show 

entrances and they tended to be small and black against 

black cliffs. The tidal range was about two to three metres 

with no great tidal streams to worry about. The wind was 

mainly from the south or south-east at fifteen to twenty 

knots with a gentle two metre swell. Compass variation was 

twenty degrees which made the maths easy as long as vou 

remembered. 

The entrance we were looking for, Tutukaka Harbour, was 

close under the cliffs, leaving them to starboard and 

avoiding various odd rocks to port. Having seen no other 

craft all day as we got nearer to where we calculated the 

entrance to be, there appeared from seaward motor boats 

by the dozen, so we joined in the flotilla and made our way 

in. Passing the said rocks to port we first came to an 

anchorage inside them but stayed in the now marked 

channel towards the small marina. There were about fifty 

game fishing boats, one other yacht and us. Everyone was 

most courteous and helpful in manoeuvring but it became 

obvious there was not going to be a vacant berth for us so 

we about turned and went back to the anchorage. 

We made our way in the next morning where some of them 

had gone out again and were able to tie up to the end of a 

pontoon in comfort. We learnt that it had been the local 

Game Fishing Clubs’ annual week of competition. Out for 

twelve hours every day and plenty of celebrating and 

partying by night. They were putting the clubhouse back to 

rights and taking the beer tent down as we went exploring 

ashore. We had noticed one of the incoming boats the night 

before with a large Blue Marlin across the boarding 

platform. In competition unless a marlin is over ninety kilos 

it doesn’t count. Just imagine catching something just short 

of two hundredweight and being told sorry, no good! 

We had planned a day off after our lengthy passage of the 

previous day, however it had been a most uncomfortable 

night in the anchorage with a nasty scend from the swell 

and not a lot of swinging room. Some of the locals had 

moved out to the anchorage for the duration of the club 

week to avoid the carousing. So our explorations led us to 

the local shop which had limited supplies of essentials and 

a big freezer. We stocked up for the rest of the trip. the lady 

left us to help ourselves until we were ready to pay. I should 

think we must have made her day or week in terms of 

takings. Back to the boat with all the shopping and to fill up 

with water and then on our way once more. 

 



Only a short passage planned for 

today as we were in a lazy mood 

and it was my birthday as well. 

Four hours up the coast to 

another almost invisible 

entrance, at Whangaruru, which 

we nearly over-ran and then 

threaded our way in past various 

rocky hazards to the most 

beautiful almost land locked bay 

vou could imagine. A variety of little 

sandy bays and beaches to choose 

from we tucked in under the headland 

and had the whole place to ourselves 

rounded off by a magical sunset. 

All these delights even before reaching the Bay of Isiands 

which had been our primary objective and the basis for the 

whole trip. 

Leaving with regret the next morning there followed a 

relatively straightforward sail up the coast past the now 

customary towering cliffs. which found us by lunchtime 

losing the wind under their lee and resorting to the engine. 

This enabled us to make the passage around Cape Brett 

between the mainland and the off lying island of Piercy 

Rock saving a couple of miles, and so in to the Bay of 

Islands. If you have read Hiscock you will know of its 

reputation. J can only say that it lived up to the 

expectations. 

It is quite a small area, very roughly fifteen miles from north 

to south and the same from east to west at its extremes. The 

whole area is a mass of rocky islands of all shapes and sizes 

with passages between which have to be carefully 

identified by those who are strange to the waters. Many of 

these islands are literally no more than lumps of rock, while 

some of the bigger ones have a few houses on them. There 

are numerous sandy or rocky bays both on the islands and 

on the mainland shore. Due to the wind direction we opted 

for Oke bay on the mainiand and dropped anchor by two 

o'clock. At that time there was only one other boat in the 

anchorage although more arrived in the course of the 

afternoon. We stayed there all the next day as we had not 

had a lay day since starting sailing. Still no luck with the fish 

but the water was warm and crystal clear for swimming. 

There was a fair amount of weed on the hull but I was too 

lazy to do anything about it even if there had been the 

means. 

Bay of Islands sailing is about taking it easy so that is what 

we did. After a leisurely breakfast you up anchor and sail off 

to your chosen bay for lunch, then after a swim or siesta you 

can potter off somewhere else to stay the night. We didn’t 

usually bother with the lunchtime stop, either leaving later 

or settling for the night earlier, or even not going anywhere. 

The forecast wind direction meant that we usually made for 

the mainland north facing bays, rather than the island 
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anchorages which tended to 

face south but we explored 

most of the choice stops by sail 

in the course of our stay there. 

The dinghy was a law unto 

itself, and was warned of in the 

charter manual as not the most 

stable of craft. It was of fibreglass 

and exceedingly tippy. This did 

not encourage trips ashore although 

we did try once or twice. In one 

particular bay the book said there was a 

motor-camp site with a shop which was 

kind to yachties. Extensive exploration ashore 

and a long walk uphill still found no sign of it. There was, 

however, down by the shore, a magnificent spacious 

bungalow in plenty of ground, with its own jetty and 

boathouse, which could well have been built on the site. 

  

A feature of the area was the local radio station, Radio Keri 

Keri. This was a privately run organisation which had 

grown from simple beginnings to a quite complex affair. We 

gathered from later enquiry that it was run by a husband 

and wife team, originally from their dining room, but by 

now had taken over the garden with added accommodation 

built as the station expanded and more equipment was 

needed. As well as very good local forecasting they also ran 

an offshore service, and a special blue water service for the 

world travellers who pass through the area. Many of the 

latter spend some months in the area working for the 

charter companies before taking off again when the 

hurricane season in the Pacific has passed. 

Tuning in to listen to Maureen soon became a feature of our 

day. The whole thing was conducted in a chatty informal 

manner which was nonetheless extremely efficient. Items 

of local news tended to get interspersed with the passing of 

messages. On one occasion when they had had to send out 

a rescue boat to save a sinking fisherman, we were also 

treated to a few words on the advisability of the local fishing 

boats fitting bilge.alarms, which would have saved everyone 

a lot of time, trouble and worry the previous day. It was also 

pointed out that a%call to the local station was probably 

more effective than asMayda) which would only be picked 

up by the coastal station way “ 
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Finally after six days of delightful relaxation, beautiful 

scenery and anchorages, and pleasant sailing, it was time to 

take the boat back to the Rainbow base at Opua and hand 

her over. Eleven o'clock was our deadline so after an early 

breakfast and a good tidy up, we set off for the last time. We 

arrived an hour early but no one seemed particularly 

interested in checking the inventory or signing us off so we 

were left to ourselves to pack up the final bits and pieces 

and make our way up to the office to ask them to get us a 

taxi to our hotel. We had had a wonderful time and it had 

been all too short. 

In best Yachting Magazine tradition, our conclusions are: 

Did we enjoy it? 

Yes 

Would we do it again? 

Assuming the funds, yes 

- only longer! 

Would we recommend Rainbow? 

With reservations. 

The UK booking end was fine. The boat was well equipped 

domestically, but there was a lot to be desired from the 

sailing and gear point of view. She was showing her age 

(four or five seasons) and had not been as well maintained 

as we expected. (And I know we all fuss over our own 

boats in a way that is not a commercial proposition). The 

boat was privately owned but maintained by the charterers 

and had changed owners the previous season. 

Lessons learned. If you charter bareboat insist on seeing 

everything before you take over, assume nothing that you 

have not personally examined. Remember the saying “If it 

can, it will”. In our case quite a lot of it did! But we sull had 

a marvellous time. 

Ray and Margaret Appleton - “Gracious Lady” Victoria 30 

based on the Medway and usual cruising grounds 

East Coast, Belgium, Holland etc. 
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FOR SALE 

  

      

  

  

F26 SELF STEERING GEAR FOR SALE 
AUTO STEER TRIM TAB MODEL 

PRICE NEW £1,100 

ASKING PRICE £550.00 

Please contact 

The Rev. P.P.S. Brownless M.A. 

The Hornpipe, Oak Meadow, 

Birdham, Chichester, West Sussex PO20 7BH 

Telephone 0243 512177            



  

START 
: | TO THE RESCUE 

It had been one of those blissful week-ends at 

St.Vaast-la-Hougue. The weather, both forecast 

and actual, was perfect.A cloudless sky, a 

steady W.S.W. F3 or 4 and a sea-state: 

reminiscent of the proverbial mill-pond. The 

channel had rarely been kinder. The crew was 

full of memories of the Hotel France-Fuchsia’s 

gastronomic delights and the ballast in the 

bilges consisted of a goodly proportion of 

M.Gosselin’'s cellars, with some from the inner 

sanctum dedicated to St.Vincent, the patron 

saint of wine. The good ship Victoria Plum 

remained firmly afloat despite the extra 

tonnage, even if her gait was more than usually 

sedate (which is more than can be said for 

some of her crew). 

In such conditions, after some desultory 

playing about with the electronic gismos, a 

course was ordered and George the Autopilot 

was duly programmed to reach No Mans Land 

Fort in time for a last gastronomic excess - a 

leisurely cooked breakfast before the 

anticlimax of returning to terra firma. George 

behaved splendidly all night. The skipper was 

allowed to sleep more than usual, and was 

only disturbed by an anxious watch asking 

whether George knew about the tanker in the 

shipping lane that didn’t seem to be moving 

but was, somehow, getting closer! 

At dawn, a landfall with St.Catherine’s 

reassuringly on the port bow. The wind began 

to drop and, as we got closer to Bembridge 

Ledge, we were almost down to 2 knots 

through the water. Ever mindful of the 

timetable, we decided to get a little help from 

the Iron Sail, and that’s where the skipper’s 

face went an uncomfortable scarlet colour. 

The starter button produced hardly a click. 

The ever reliable Yanmar had finally sullied its 

reputation and stayed resolutely at rest. Twelve 

hours of George had drained the batteries - 

the skipper having shamefully left the battery 

switch on ‘both’, failing to preserve the No.| 

Battery for the starter motor. 

The prospect of sailing into Portsmouth 

harbour in breach of Queen's H.M.regs., 

without engine, was not as bad of the 

prospect of sailing into our tight little marina 
berth. Every good sailor should, of course, be 

able to do this standing on his head, but it’s 

funny how you never see them try! Breakfast 

was rapidly down-graded on the agenda. 

As the skipper began rehearsing his impending 

feats of seamanship, the mate, himself a 

skipper temporarily without a boat, 

announced that he had always been told that 

you can jump start a diesel but he’d never 

actually tried it. He put the gear lever into 

neutral (it’s always in reverse when sailing to 

stop wear on the prop shaft) and the prop 

started to turn as we were still sailing - albeit 

very gently. He lifted the decompression levers 

and asked a crew member to push the gear 

lever forward on his command, so that he 
could drop the decompression levers at the 

same time. There was sufficient momentum on 

the propshaft to turn the engine as soon as 

the gear was engaged and, by closing the 

decompression simultaneously, the engine 

sprang into life at the first attempt. This 

remarkable achievement deserved a raid on 

the ballast, so that we could celebrate it with 

Buck’s Fizz to accompany the gastronomic 

breakfast. 

Lessons learned: 

|. If you have to sail under the flag of 

St.Vincent, make sure someone 

remembers to save No.| Battery from 

the ravages of George. 

2. Always carry an ingenious spare 

skipper who knows more about diesel 
engines than they teach you on the RYA 
Diesel Course. 

Contributed by Claude Fielding.
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(GUERNSEY 

aT, RALLY 

  

Benign conditions in the week immediately 

preceeding the rally no doubt contributed 

to the excellent attendance. Copper Cream 

(Ted and Kitty Moss) was the first to arrive 

on the Wednesday at the start of a six week 

cruise to northern Brittany, followed by 

Symphony (Dick Walters), Violet (David, Sue 

and Heather Foster), Tambourine (Alex 

Robinson), Natterjack (John Cade), Samphire 

(Mowbray Whiffen) and Hubbly Bubbly 

(David and Pauline Massey). Ann McQuade 

in Greylag was an unexpected addition to 

the party, conveniently making up for one 

other boat that was unable to come. 

It was a meeting of old rally friends, and the 

making of new friends - it was good to 

welcome several boats on their first rally. 

We note a strong contingent from the West 

Country and hope this will continue. 

Alan and Brenda Donaldson, our hosts for 

the rally, visited the pontoons in the Victoria 

marina several times to meet the visiting 

members and to ensure that all was well. 

Our thanks go to Alan and Brenda for 

arranging dinner at the Guernsey Yacht 

Club. The excellent dinner they had 

arranged for us, enhanced by the magnificent     

view across the outer harbour and Little 

Russel on a perfect summer evening, was 

enjoyed by all. We dined looking at superb 

views over the harbour entrance - blue sea 

and blue sky with boats pottering leisurely 

in and out. Why is it not always like this? 

Afterwards Alan extended an invitation to 

Victoria Club members to make themselves 

at home at the Yacht Club whenever they 

visited Guernsey, which was warmly 

received by all. 

About half the fleet, eager to continue their 

cruises, left next morning at 0530 hrs. The 

other half, less eager to return to the UK 

(and work in some cases), deferred their 

departure until the afternoon tide. The fresh 

north-easterly posed an interesting tactical 

teaser for the boats having to pass Alderney 

to return to the Solent. Symphony decided 

that it would be a grand opportunity to try 

the Ortac Channel. 

Congratulations go to Hubbly Bubbly for 

making it to Guernsey despite experiencing 

engine problems just as they were about to 

set-off from Warsash.A collapsed fuel pipe 

on the suction side of the lift pump led to 

pump failure necessitating a replacement. 

| have on several occasions asked my Yanmar 

agent about the wisdom of carrying a spare. 

His stock answer has been “no need - they 

do not fail” but after hearing of Hubbly 

Bubbly’s problem | asked again and was told 

that he had sold four in the past week! 

Actually, it was five if the one | then 

purchased is included. 

A combined contribution from Kitty Moss 

and John Cade. 
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TRANS AT LAN T I € 
  

  

Jost van Dyke Island, B.V.I. to Falmouth, U.K. via Bermuda and Faial, Azores. 

Leg I - Jost van Dyke to St.Georges, Bermuda (Charted distance : 865 miles). 

er iE) | departed from Heathrow, U.K. 

eS) st arrived at Jost van Dyke istand, B.V.I. after three flights, a very expensive taxi and the island 

speedboat taxi. This was a free ride as | helped to load and unload the supplies for the local 

shops, cafe and bakery. On arrival there was nobady to meet me as promised; this did not 

worry me as the yacht “Pennant” was at anchor and | knew Fox's Bar would be visited sooner 

or later. After a much needed beverage at the foresaid, | returned to the jetty to collect my 

luggage where | met a very distraught American lady in a bikini. After calming her down, it 

transpired that her friend had a fish hook in her hand, so together we went to the little clinic 

where she had been taken. There | assisted the Island Nurse with the removal of a very large 

shark hook. | then returned to Fox’s and another needed beer, and here an American crew 

offered to notify Pennant of my arrival. On seeing the skipper rowing an Avon dinghy, a group of 

Americans said “Gee, there’s a guy rowing a boat”. My reply to this was “Yes, he’s 77 and he’s 

British”. | felt quite proud of Bob, the skipper. After another beer we all returned to Pennant. a 

seven year old 35O Pretorien sloop designed by Holman and Pye. Bob has kept her very wel| 

maintained; she is well equipped with the usual cruising gear plus some bonus bits such as 

H.F. Radio, |.C.S.Fax, a handheld Garmin 50 and a Hydrovane self-steering. 

  

Sete) = This was a day of rest, for which | was thankful. | was able to get to know the boat and her 

crew - Bob Fisk, his wife Jean and their daughter Judy. They all made me feel very welcome 

which | appreciated. 

JE =| «We had a meeting to discuss, plan and start our trip back to the U.K.The first leg was heading 

due North to Bermuda, a distance of about 800 miles. 

    eri eS il Ce We arrived after a good passage of eight days, the wind was 45 degrees either side of north for 

the whole trip.Although the wind did not exceed 20 knots, we were a little uncomfortable at 

times. With a fair amount of sun Bob and | had plenty of time to do noon sights; | found this 

very helpful. This trip was Jean's first passage of over two days. She was an excellent crew 

member and was rightly very chuffed on our arrival at St.Gearges.At 74 years old,! think she 

deserves real praise. 

This trip was a good shakedown passage during which we logged a distance of 863 miles in 7 

days and 8 hours. 

We stayed for eight days in Bermuda where | did a great deal of sight-seeing sometimes with 

the Fisks and quite a bit on my own.We met a lot of interesting people, the locals all very kind 

and helpful. A couple of days prior to returning to the U.K., Jean cut her leg badly. Fortunately 

we were able to do the repairing on board, but the next day we had to visit the hospital for a 

Tetanus jab and some medication. It was all very efficient and staff were kind to Jean. 

ers Jean left the boat to return to the U.K. and Nigel Godfrey joined Pennant for the rest of 

the passage.



2nd MAY. 

on 4th MAY 
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Leg 2 - St.Georges, Bermuda to Horta, Faial (Charted distance: 1791 miles). 

Over the last few days the weather was very bad with one deep depression after another 

tracking north of Bermuda.We were able to get a regular fax of the weather from the Customs 

Office. There was a window in the pattern so after clearing Customs, getting stores, water and 

fuel on board we cast off Somers Wharf, St.Georges. We were unable to get Gaz for cooking 

therefore care would have to be taken with our gas consumption. 

We had a sunny and pleasant first day with the Westerly wind backing and the barometer falling. 

By the following evening we had a S.S.W.Force 6 and with a quartering sea the Hydrovane was 

having problems, so it was a hand-steering job with |/3 genoa. It was very uncomfortable and at 

night we were unlucky to have the last half of the waning moon. 

The early hours showed a rise in the barometer with the wind veering N.WForce 7. Bob. Judy 

and Nigel were all suffering from Mal de Mer and it was difficult to make them drink anything. 

In the end | reverted to the use of Dioralyte with good effect.At 10.05 Bob, Judy and | were 

sitting in the cockpit when a huge wave came rolling up on our port stern.At first | thought 

that we were going to be pooped: as we were ail harnessed in there was nothing that we could 

do except hope. We did not get pooped but the force and power of the water lifted the boat 

and took us down a hill at an incredible speed. As we came out of the run we realised that 
there was something very wrong with the steering. On inspection we discovered that the 

Hydrovane was damaged, the main stainless steel tube which was connected to the paddle had 

been bent 90 degrees on the paddle join. Bob tried to disconnect the paddle but this was 

impossible. In the end helped by Nigel, he managed to ditch the lower part into the sea and to 
disconnect the upper half to keep as evidence for insurance. Whilst getting the top half on 

board Nigel got his hand trapped: he turned an ashen colour and when free we discovered that 

he had crushed a finger badly. This difficule task was all undertaken in a N.WForce 6/7 wind 

with a rather unwell and tired crew. Bob worked off the stern ladder whilst being well attached 

with Judy and Nigel as assistants. During the whole procedure, which took a couple of hours, | 

was on the wheel; thankfully the main steering was okay. Our fears were that the paddle would 

hole the hull in the bad sea conditions. After the vane was ditched | was relieved on the wheel 

and | set about making a splint for Nigel - | always carry a roll of zinc and foam splint in my first 

aid kit. 

With Nigel's finger splinted and a dose of analgesics. the rest of us sorted out a new watch 

system where we agreed on 2 hours on the wheel at a time. To boost morale, which was very 

low at this point, | then made some very bland soup with potatoes, carrots and milk. This was 

gradually drunk and to our relief the general spirit within the boat improved. Nigel was laid up 

for a couple of days and returned to helming splint and all. 

The rest of the passage to the Azores was fairly uneventful with the usual fronts running 

through. During the whole passage we had hardly ever seen the sun. 

At 18.00 when we came along outside the Horta Customs who had just shut, they informed us 

that they would see us in the morning. The most important thing Bob needed to know was 

whether we would be allowed ashore for a beer - fortunately the answer was yes. We had 

logged |778 miles in 12 days and 7 hours. A fast passage with our safe arrival and our cool, 

calm and competent Skipper was toasted with bottles of wonderful beer at CafC Sport. 

Whilst in Horta | did more sight seeing using any public transport available. | always find this the 

most interesting way as one has a real insight into the country concerned. Horta is a good port 

at which to stop as it has the necessary places for the repairs that are always needed after a 

long voyage. 

During this stopover the boat was spring cleaned, all the gear was checked, the Genoa went for 

repair, the boat was revitalled with food (fresh where possible), water (one tank developed an 

unrepairable teak, containers therefore made up the difference) and more First Aid supplies. | 

took this opportunity to get down to some serious work on preparing for the next leg which | 

wanted to use for my Ocean Yachtmaster Qualifier. | was very fortunate as this was Bob's sixth 

Atlantic crossing and with all his experience he was well equipped with charts, pilots and all the 

necessary reading matter. After a week of sorting the boat and ourselves out we were ready 

for the final leg.
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Leg 3 - Faial, Azores to Falmouth, U.K. (Charted distance : 1294 miles). 

22nd*‘MAY We left Horta on a beautiful sunny day with Mt Pico fully visible, a truly magnificent sight. From 
our weather fax readings the good weather was not to last, as we were soon to find out. As we 

passed Sao Jorge on our right visibility deteriorated, the sun went in and we all felt the cold: so 

back we went to our friendly thermals again! By sundown as we had passed Graciosa, it was 

raining and thoroughly miserable. 

With the fading light of Ponta de Barca on Graciosa we headed out on the last leg of our 

passage home to England. 

PET ae After a wet night, brightened up by a long visit of the ever welcome dolphins, we had ail sertiec 
into our watch routine again. On this leg we all agreed on a fixed time watch of two hours « 

for each shift. This was done so that Bob and Judy could be together for our regular H.F rag 

contact with Lionel in Wales. Dawn brought a pleasant change with sunshine and a little clou 

which made a perfect day to get my sun-run-sun sights done. As it turned out, it was to be the 

last chance | would get. 

; y 

: Tope = Today was the first contact with Lionel on this leg, and as was the normal daily routine. we gave 

: # 

him our daily position, he passed messages to and from our families. This was a repeat of the 

procedure on Pennant’s passage out to the West Indies. 

The weather was not too bad with a NNW 4/5. but on a course of 40 degrees we had an 

uncomfortable ride. The day dawned with blue sky, the wind backed through the day and | wa 

able to do more sights, though the noon sight could not be done as the rest of the crew were 

asleep. 

@25th’iMAY The log had stuck, but as the wind was freshening and the glass was dropping, the priority was 

to reduce sail. With the main down and two reefs in the genoa we were still making 6 knots 

The wind had veered south-westerly and the glass was still falling fairly fast, plus the weather fax 

shows a cold front with a lot of wind. Fortunately Bob managed to clear the log in a short 

peaceful spell. We also noticed at this time that a small tear had appeared in the genoa’s tor 

leach of about 47-5" long, not good news. By Midnight we had a full blown gale and were flying 

along under a 7/8 genoa. An exciting sail, which | enjoyed at times to which Nigel made a 

Challenge boat now!”   comment something like, ““You are not in a 

; 2éthiMAY The gale continued well into the morning.As it went on the seas got very lumpy and at one 
point judy filled the cockpit, it also was a little difficult to control the wheel with the large sea 

Though the wind moderated and veered it soon backed as the next depression approached. and 

we did see a little sum between the rain and cloud. When the wind veered it was so sudden that 

if was as though someone had turned a knob 90 degrees; this was something that | had never 

experienced before 

We were all very ured as the nights so far had been uncomfortable, and though one rested it 

was Often difficult to sleep, but with the galley routine well established we were all very well 

fed, and at night we all got used to the mouse like sounds of Bob looking for biscuits. In fact it 

became quite a joke as if caught in the act he looked extremely guilty.
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28th MAY 

PANS 

: 30th MAY 

31st MAY 

The wind backed again - yet another depression to come through! The dawn was a spectacular 

red with bad weather and lightning to starboard. The wind then veered and freshened to force 
eight again and the sea was big with large mountains and valleys and it was a dark threatening 

colour. By 15.30 we had had 52 knots in one blow and were under bare poles and still making 
over five knots through the water at times. By supper time we were able to have some genoa 

as the wind had veered more and was down to force 8. 

| think Pete Goss's dog bowls will be used on my next tong trip, as trying to dish up and eat 

your grub on normal plates in a big sea is a little tricky. 

Midnight brought a welcome change, the stars were so bright that Ursa Minor was easily 

visible. {| felt very cold in the night which was due to fatigue rather than temperature, but the 

beauty of the wonderful sky was very therapeutic. The weather fax shows that we are not 

through with the weather yet. as there is another occluded front to go through.At 14.14 the 

good news was that there were only 409 miles to go to the Lizard and the bad news was that 

the hole in the genoa was larger and had been joined by two smaller ones, plus it was blowing 

force 8 again. Thankfully a couple of hours saw the end of this band of weather and we were 

all euphoric as the glass was rising, moreover the weather fax showed a decent sized window. 

| came on watch to find a note from Judy saying she was sorry that she was too deeply asleep 

for her watch earlier, nothing would wake her. This shows how tired ane can get and we all 

were guilty at some time or another. We were unable to speak to Lionel this morning as usual 

though we could hear him, also we were unable to make contact with Portishead Radio. Bob 

checked the radio and changed a fuse which solved the problem, and we were able to contact 

Jean to say that we were all okay. By now the wind had moderated and the sea had gone down 

so we were able to settle into a more relaxed routine. 

We had a cool and cloudy night with fishing boats everywhere, a sign that we were nearly 

home. We had a good days sail and enjoyed the sunshine at last. We started our last night at 

sea with beautiful starlight sky. 

We really knew we were nearly there when we passed messages to our families of our E.T.A. 

via Lionel. The wind died on us off the Manacles E.C.M., so it was engine on for the remainder 

of the trip. With the sails stowed we all remarked on our luck that the genoa had stayed intact 

apart from the holes in the top leach, full marks to Hoods. As we approached Falmouth the 

Royal Yacht was leaving on her way to Haverfordwest. We liked to think that they had come 

out to welcome us home, nice thought. We finally docked at Town Quay, Falmouth at 19.55 

having taken nine days and six hours to sail 1344 logged miles. As usual the skippers needs had 

to be seen to A.S.A.P. and it was the usual brisk walk to the Pub. Whilst here we were all able 

to toast Bob and say thank you for a safe and good passage. It was an excellent trip in a sound 

boat with a great skipper, ending with a traditional English finale of proper beer (best bitter) 

and fish and chips in paper, all of which was absolutely delicious. 

Contributed by Sue Thatcher. 

 



  

Y VICTORIA YACHTS 
  

Victoria Yachts Ltd was set up in 

February 1995 in anticipation of 

purchasing the Victoria Yachts Range 

from Westerly, a deal that took rather 

longer than expected. During the 

summer, the new company built a 

one-off Cedar Strip Gaff Yaw, 

30 ft 8 in. on deck, for John Lamb, 

ex-owner of the Frances Gaff Cutter 

now owned by Bob & Olive 

Hathaway. 

On 18 August, the deal was finally 

done and Victoria Yachts Ltd became 

the proud owners of the Victoria 

Yachts Range - The Frances 26, 

Victoria 26, Victoria 30 and Victoria 

34 - moulds, design rights, jigs & 

tooling together with a 3 year lease 

on one shed and an office at Stone 

Pier Yard, Warsash. 

We intend to build 6 to 8 boats in 

our first year, rising over 3 or 4 years 

to a maximum of 12 boats, Our 

intention is to keep the company 

small, with proportionate 

management costs and overheads so 

that we can provide a personal 

service to all of our customers and 

concentrate on building Victorias to 

the highest quality at reasonable 

prices. We will continue and develop 

the policy of customisation within 

the existing hulls so that each 

Victoria becomes a genuine 

expression of her owner's Sailing 

dreams. 

Without going into the details of the comipany s financing, the directors & shareholders are. 

James Boulton 

Bob Hathaway 

Steve Mummery 

Olive Hathaway 

David Massey 

Managing Director 

Technical Director 

Director 

Company Secretary 

Director



VICTORIA YACHTS STAND 

SOUTHAMPTON BOAT SHOW   
Southampton Boat Show was a great success, it was a pleasure to greet VSA members on the stand, 

many thanks for your good wishes. We sold 2 boats with a good number of positive leads which will, we are sure, 

result in more sales during the autumn. 

We are here to provide a TOTAL SERVICE to the owners of all VICTORIA YACHTS 

  

  

: TECHNICAL ADVICE * TEAK DECKS * STORM STAYS & JIBS 

* RIGGING & SAILS * VARNISHING * GAS SYSTEM UPGRADES 

» ELECTRONICS * CUTTER RIG CONVERSIONS * HOLDING TANKS 
  

Please contact us for a quote for any upgrading work on your Victoria. In order to secure the employment of our 

workforce, many of whom built your boat, we need a solid programme of work for this winter. 

The phone and fax numbers are unchanged: 

Yy 
Y VICTORIA YACHTS 

Tel: 01489 885400 Fax: 01489 885340



IMPROVE YOUR MAINSAIL HANDLING 
With a range of products from Kemp Masts Ltd 

A Single Line Slab Reefing - 
boom can be converted to the 

to reef quickly from the safety kpit 

Ui atebae ium eel iter: | | end Ct ea eae ce or LV merelteia) 
main easy to handle. Fully articulat £ 

with Aquabatten SDA batten sys aie nea 

lie l ee 

A RCB - Re Circulating Ball cars and track system is the 

ultimate in low friction full batten sail hoisting. 

eral te toda fective sail hanc id ever 
Keeps the lowere cont rera Aisi mete Lt amis) 

eles] 400     
  

Kemp Masts Limited 
St Margaret's Lane Titchfield Fareham 

Hampshire PO14 4BG England 
a Seldén Group Company 

All are available from Kemp’s network of Service Agents please call KEMP on 01329 841900 for details   ae The Harbour Marine Co, Stone Pier, Shore Road, Warsash, Sod ceian S031 9FR 

      

72 examples sold since 1988 
and still a list of buyers waiting good examples 

VICTORIA YACHTS AN 
‘ THE VICTORIA 30 

In the classic mould. “ 
iH 1 ho 

THE VICTORIA 26 THE FRANCES 26 

  

         

                         
  

  

  
    

  

  

  

  

Advice on buying/selling - valuation - insurance - finance- surveys 

- delivery (road or sea) - even moorings     

  

     Selling? (no sale, no fee) Buying? - call us for details 
    



CAN 25,000 
YACHT OWNERS ALL BE WRONG? 

Pantaenius is one of Europe’s largest Yacht Insurance Brokers and has arranged cover for yachts of all sizes sailing the world’s oceans 

under more than 35 flags. 

Discover as so many others, the securing comfort of this comprehensive insurance scheme and our proficient customer service created 
and run by yachtsmen for yachtsmen. 

Fill in the enquiry coupon for your personal quote and all the details of the Pantaenius Yacht Insurance Scheme. 

       
PANTAENIUS YACHT INSURANCE ENQUIRY 

SCHEME COUPON 

  

How long have you had continual yacht insurance cover?..........00.0..00.. covesevtvvtsussuvaneavessesucivesessecevsavtsesiuesvesseseisiesivesneetsaveivereeseesivaseesenee: 
Is the vessel offered for Charter? ...........0.....ccccccccccee ee cee cece ete cent eee e en ERE GAEL E EEE R EEDA ADAG nEEE CAA LEE EOE EEE GE DEEE GAA EA A Guu EE SAGA ECcEEC AEE E ES Gu Est Ua ED etaaaea esse ganeaeeeaes 
CTUUIBITIM ATO Gis ie cskece esc cccenenis in cxtarc seeveme seca aneueenenseueies 10x tessn ce qeemasmercas ecamtn ene «caged nig} an ea Sie Ye PAGER ERE RIR Meany 00 eee etree cene cee ceeereeneeees 

HULL INSURANCE 

Total fixed value including personal effects:&..........00.0..cccccccseeeneeenseecceeeeeeeeteeteeeteeeeeseveveceeeesceeeeneseveseceenlaseesedey seaagaaegagausgsaaneesevseesqeannepeeeees 

SEPARATE THIRD PARTY LIABILITY INSURANCE 
Personal injury and property damage: £500,000 /£1,000,000 * please circle amount required. 

Renewal Date of existing policy:. 

    

  

REGISTERED INSURANCE BROKERS - Marine Building, Queen Anne's Battery, Plymouth, Devon, PL4 OLP. 
Tel: 01752 223656, Fax: 01752 223637 

  

  

  

FREE ADVICE ON... 

SAIL SET, RIG TUNING 
AND REPAIRS. 

FOR THE HIGHEST QUALITY CUSTOM — The Right Sails — 
DESIGNED SAILS TAILORED TO ist atts | | Qty Saf ea a 

BEN GREEN AT Cover & Valeting Service 
SHORE SAILMAKERS 

Moody’s Marina, Swanwick, Southampton SO3 7ZL Tel: 01489 579040 

Stone Pier Yard, Shore Road, Warsash, Southampton, Hampshire SO31 9FR. Tel 01489 589450 Fax 01489 885917 saree acne cine 

          
 


